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                                بسمه تعالی                             

 

 99/    10/   15:   تاريخ امتحان                                                                                                        زبان انگليسي: آزمون پاياني درس

 دقيقه  90:مدت امتحان     رورش استعدادهاي درخشان       سازمان ملي پ:                                                   خانوادگينام و نام 

 :      ير مربوطهدب                    مرکز فرزانگان تنکابن                                                                :رشته ي     يازدهم:پايه

 

 شرح سوال بارم 

 I. Vocabulary 
A.  Fill  in the blank with the given words. There is one extra word.(3) 
 

exist-meet-varied-depressed- confused-prevent-development 

 
1.The recent research shows that this vaccine may protect us against 
Corona virus disease because it is produced to .................it. 
2. To be sure, online education is still in the very early stages of  
.................. on the World Wide Web. 
3. Tired and .................. , she left her bed to start a new meaningless 
day in this stupid world. 
4. We work very hard to  ..................  the needs of our customers. 
5. I must respectfully say that your explanation only  .................. 
matters further. 
6. The hotel rooms  ..................  in size, but all had televisions and 
telephones. 
========================================================== 
B. Fill in the blanks with correct words.(1) 
7.People usually  .................. when they stop working, because 
they have reached a certain age. 
8 . If you  .................. through a passage, you read it quickly to find 
the main ideas 
========================================================== 
B. Choose the best choice.(2) 
 
9. We need to improve the  .................. that exists between the 
university and all domestic car makers. 
a)relationship            b)hospitality        c)entertainment      d) attraction 
 
10. The changes you made about selling our single apartment have put 
the whole family into .................. difficulties of which there is no way 
out. 
a) endangered       b)simple      c)favorite      d)uncountable 
 
11. Different people,  ..................  from children to grandparents, found 
the show interesting. 
a)carrying              b) ranging           c) receiving          d) existing 
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12. Blood samples are all  ..................  carefully with a date and name of 
the patients in the laboratory. 
a)noticed               b) received           c)suggested         d) labeled 
========================================================== 
C. One odd out.(.5) 

 
13.a) available     b)generous       c) accessible      d)ready 
 
14. a)imagine       b) think             c) vary                d)  consider 
 
========================================================== 
D. Match the words with their synonyms. There is one extra item in B(1) 
                             A                                                    B       
15.vary                                                             a. mystery 
16.besides                                                       b. moreover 
17.calm                                                            c. run slowly 
18.secret                                                          d. differ                                                  
                                                                         e. without worry 
========================================================== 
II. Grammar 
E. Choose the best choice.(2) 
19. He took .................. when he was in New York. 
a)much language courses                   b)many languages courses  
c)much languages course                  d) many language courses 
 
20. He has  ..................  education. He can't read or write, and he can 
hardly count. 
a)a few            b)few    c)a little     d)little 
 
21.Julia’s  .................. to the shops recently, so we’ve got enough food 
for dinner. 
a)been         b)gone       c)going      d) being 
 
22. What time is Mark leaving?' 'He's already .................. .' 
a)leaving         b) left         c)going to leave      d) to leave 
 
23. The money they asked for in return for the company's services was 
eight  ..................  dollars 
a)million          b)millions    c) millions of   d) million of  
 
24. I have .................. books in my library, so you have a wide choice to 
read any books you want. 
a)very few     b)only a few      c)a few       d)many 
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25. ‘Have you ever been to Manchester?’        ‘Yes,  ..................  .’ 
a)a little times      b)a few times     c)some time       d)  any time 
 
26. Which of the following sentences is grammatically correct? 
a)Jane doesn’t have many times.   
 
b) I cannot see a lot stars in the sky tonight. 
 
c) How many lessons do you have on Mondays?   
 
d) He ate just a few meat. 
========================================================== 
F. Mach two columns .(1.5) 
           A                                                              B 
27. a loaf of                                          a)information 
28. a bar   of                                         b)flower 
29. a bowl  of                                       c)pizza 
30. bunch  of                                       d)bread 
31. a slice  of                                       e)soup 
32. a piece of                                       f)soap 
 
========================================================== 
III. Writing 
 
G. Unscramble the following sentences.(2) 
 
33. /drinks/two/small/morning/glasses/ my /milk/usually/of/father/every/. 
 
34.much/human/is/in/there/the/how/body/blood /? 
 

H. Answer the following questions in complete sentence.(2) 
 
35. How long have you studied for this exam? 
 
36.How long does it take you to take this exam? 

Vocabulary development  
I. Mach two columns to make a word .(1.5) 
   A                                                       B 
37.in                                                a) national 
38. mis                                            b) understand 
39.over                                            c) complete 
40.inter                                           d) weight 
41.dis                                              e)regular   
42. ir                                                f)related  
                                                        g) honest        
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I. Mach two columns to make a new word. (2.5) 
   A                                           B 
 
43.Appear                       a)ness 
 44.Child                         b)less 
 45.Achieve                    c) ance 
 46.Dark                          d)ish 
 47.connect                    e)able 
48.comfort                        f)ian 
49.Canada                      g)ment 
50.Turkey                       h)hood 
51.emotion                      i) ion 
 

Reading comprehend 
 J. Cloze test. Choose the best choice.(2) 
          People’s busy lifestyle in big cities has created many problems 
for their health.  Rushing to and from school and work has made it hard 
for everyone to be physically active. Many people do not have time to 
cook or ........52..........  healthy food. They eat unhealthy snacks and 
junk food. This type of diet has changed people’s taste and many 
young people now .........53.........  fast food to homemade dishes. 
Watching TV and working with technology for long hours have also 
........54.......... people’s health. They have increased the risk of heart 
diseases and sleep ........55..........  . So the things that seem so simple 
now can cause serious problems in the future. 
 
52.a)Predict    b)prefer    c)prevent      d) prepare 
 
53.a)dislike     b)suggest     c)prefer     d) experience 
 
54.a)improved   b)identified  c) limited   d)risked 
 
55.a)disorders     b)discussions     c)relations     d)emotions 
 
========================================================== 

k. read the passage and answer the questions.(3) 
 
Humans are born with the ability to understand language. Without any 
special training, children learn to speak by listening to other people's 
speech. Early people began using spoken language several million 
years ago. Actually, it was language which made it possible for human 
societies to develop.   
   There are thousands of languages throughout the world. Some are 
spoken by millions of people. Mandarin Chinese, English and Spanish 
are the most widely spoken languages in the world.  
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     Most countries have a standard, or official, language so that native 
speakers can understand each other. Some countries have more than 
one standard language. Canada, for example, has two standard 
languages: English and French. Many languages are related. People 
who study languages group related ones together.  
    At times people need to speak with others who do not know their 
language. Europeans who came to the Americas hundreds of years ago 
needed a way to speak with Native Americans. They communicated 
using a simplified form of their languages. These simple forms are 
called pidgin languages. When a pidgin language develops and 
replaces the original language of the group, it is called a Creole 
language.  
    Even people who share the same language may develop different 
ways of speaking. People in different parts of a country may pronounce 
words differently or use local words and expressions. These varieties 
of the same language are called dialects.  
Languages often interact and influence each other. Countries have 
borders, but languages and dialects do not. One language may borrow 
words from another language. Many English speakers, for example, 
use such words as pajamas from Hindi, pasta from Italian, karate from 
Japanese and paradise from Persian. 
 
True or False.  
56.  English is the only language that is used in Canada. True or False.  
 
57. Languages exchange words although there’s a border between 
countries.  
True or False.  
 
58. Humans have been using language to communicate since 
thousands of years ago. True or False.  
 
59. Europeans could not communicate with Native Americans when 
they first arrived in the continent. True or False.  
 
60.According to the passage,  ..................  developed so that people 
living in the same country could communicate properly. 
 a. people's speech        b. official languages        c. dialects            d. 
creoles 
 
61.The language which is widely used in a country is called a  
..................   
a. standard language        b. dialect            c. pidgin            c. Creole 
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62.We can understand from the passage that ……………............…… .  
a. Pidgin languages are simple forms not related to any other 
languages.  
b. Pidgins may develop into a new form of language called a dialect.  
c. Creoles have more vocabularies and grammar rules than pidgins. 
d. Pidgin languages use different varieties of the same language 
 
63.What does the underlined word “ones” in paragraph 3 refer to?  
a. linguists            b. people            c. languages            d. native 
speakers 
 
64.What are the most popular languages of the world according to the 
passage? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

24 points      
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GOOD LUCK 
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